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Prelude

EP committees are often the lifeline and support for 
Emerging Professionals and their needs to thrive 
within the architectural industry and beyond. 

Starting or growing an EP Committee is a rewarding experience. EP committees are often the lifeline and 
support for Emerging Professionals and their needs to thrive within the architectural industry and beyond. 
With the aim to advance Emerging Professional leadership skills within AIA, their firms, and local communities, 
EP committees provide a conduit for streamlining resources, communication, and funding for relevant EP 
initiatives.

This toolkit serves as a resource for AIA Emerging Professionals who are interested in learning ‘How to Start/
Grow An Emerging Professional Committee’. The follow document contains interviews of eight Emerging 
Professional committees across the nation, ranging from small to large committees and local to regional 
committees to provide a diverse cross section. This document is not intended to be a set of rigid guidelines, 
rather a resource that can serve as a launching pad when forming or growing an EP committee.  

Introduction

  

 

 

 

January 27, 2020 

 

Re: AIA|DC Emerging Architects Committee Sponsor Request 

 
Dear Smithgroup Team, 
 
The AIA|DC Emerging Architects Committee (EAC) has the power to change lives. Every year, this amazing group within                  
our profession makes an everlasting impact on the career development of hundreds of emerging leaders. 
Thanks to our generous sponsors, the EAC is able to host frequent programming that connects people on a local, regional,                    
and national level -- giving emerging leaders the tools necessary to take ownership of their careers and give back to the                     
profession.  
 

Your sponsorship of the EAC  supports a thriving architecture and design profession. 
 
The EAC engages AIA|DC professionals through a myriad of programs that embody our four core goals: 

1. PROVOKE current professional practice 
2. ADVOCATE for emerging architects 
3. OUTREACH to other AIA members, associated disciplines, and the community 
4. MENTOR the next generation of architects 

 
Many of our events are open to the public. The past few years, we have been excited about high (and growing!)                     
participation from our local membership as well as allied organizations. We look forward to additional growth in 2019 and                   
beyond. Some of the groups we collaborate with include the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards                
(NCARB), AIA National, Washington Architectural Foundation, Young Architect’s Forum (YAF), National Associates            
Committee (NAC), and the Structural Engineers Association of Metropolitan Washington.  
 
Our committee is fortunate to have a dedicated group of volunteer leaders who are spearheading these events, but we                   
need your help to sustain our committee’s initiatives and support our core goals. 
 
By supporting the AIA|DC EAC, there is potential to reach our dedicated core members, as well as our contacts and                    
affiliates as well. Our publications, blog, and social media reaches over 2,000 AIA|DC members and our e-newsletters go                  
out to over 500 recipients every month. Depending on the level of sponsorship you choose, you will be recognized at our                     
events, in our literature, on our committee blog, and throughout our social media platforms.  
 
I truly hope that you join us in this wonderful opportunity to support the emerging architects and design professionals in                    
the nation’s capital. All proceeds are directly allocated to offset the expenses of our yearly programs. In the following                   
pages, we detail a tiered support program and a pledge form for your consideration.  
 
Thank you for your time and I hope to hear from you soon! 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 

 

_______________________________________________
Sarah Wahlgren Wingo, AIA 

Vice Chair, AIA|DC Emerging Architects Committee 
 
 

 

architects.org/committees/emerging-professionals-network 

 

 

 

Dear Friends,  

All sponsors will receive prominent placement in the event program. We are offering the following sponsor levels: 

 Platinum Sponsorship - $500+: 
Includes logo recognition on the BSA event page separate from other sponsors, logo on the 
sponsorship board at the event and 1 full display board for your organization. 

 Gold Sponsor - $250-$500: 
Includes your organization listed on  the BSA event page, logo on the sponsorship board at the 
event and 1 full display board for your organization. 

 Silver Sponsor - $100-$200: 
Includes your organization listed on the BSA event page, name on the sponsorship board at the 
event. 

 Partner – up to $100:  
Includes your organization listed on the BSA event page 
 

 other sponsorships - $________________ 
Contributes to the general mission of this event, as agreed upon with committee leadership. 

The Boston Society of Architects/AIA (BSA) will not distribute names or contact information of event attendees to 
protect registrant privacy. Individual sign up lists and marketing materials for partner organizations are welcome at 
the event; please coordinate with EPNet if you need additional space (i.e. tables, easels, etc.). 

Sponsorships will be accepted throughout the year. Your continued support in whatever form you are able is greatly 
appreciated. If you have any questions or would like more information, please contact Caitlin Hart at 617-391-4000 or 
via email at chart@architects.org.  

                          
Sponsor Name      Primary Contact Name   Email 

 

 Check (payable to The Boston Society of Architects)         Credit card type:     Visa           MasterCard         American Express      

 

                      
Card number      Sec. #    Expiration date 

 

 

      
Name of cardholder     Signature 

 

Emerging Professionals Network  
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1. Case Study Profiles: In the first segment, each of the interviewed EP committees are introduced with 
a profile that quickly identifies the makeup of the committee demographics. The following EP committees 
include:

 • AIA Vermont Emerging Professionals Network (EPN)

 • AIA Honolulu Emerging Professionals Committee (EPC)

 • AIA San Francisco Bay Area Young Architects (BAYA)

 • AIA DC Emerging Architects Committee (AIA DC EAC or EAC)

 • Boston Society of Architects/AIA Emerging Professionals Network (EPNet)

 • AIA New Jersey Emerging Professionals Community (AIA NJ EPiC)

 • AIA Illinois Emerging Professionals Network (EPN)

 • AIA California Council Academy of Emerging Professionals (AEP)

2. Interview: The second segment of the document will shine a light on how EP committees found success in 
developing and operating as a committee. We will investigate various sections of how a committee organizes:

 • Structure

 • Internal Communication

 • External Communication

 • Funding

 • Programming and Event Planning

 • Community Outreach

 • Lessons Learned

3. Appendix: The third and final segment will include supplemental information in the ‘Appendix’ to provide 
additional context on the listed items above, ranging from organizational charts, budget reports, marketing 
material, and more. This will be annotated/referenced in the second segment.

Interested in Starting/Growing your own EP committee today? Take a deeper look into how other EP 
committees function to help inform your own EP committee.

Glossary of Terms:

 • Component – Chapter (Local or State/Regional)

 • COF - College of Fellows

 • EP - Emerging Professional

 • NAC - National Associates Committee

 • RAD - Regional Associate Director (see NAC)

 • YAF - Young Architects Forum

 • YARD - Young Architect Regional Director (see YAF)
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Local Component: AIA Vermont

Location: Vermont

Date founded: Approximately 2011

Total Membership: 286 total AIA VT members; 42 are associate members

Total Emerging Professional Membership: Approximately 162 (non-AIA members included)

 AIA: Unknown

 Assoc. AIA: 42

 

Have you seen a growth, decrease, or stagnation in EP attendance/engagement over the last few years?

Growth: AIA Vermont Emerging Professionals Network has seen growth in participation at events. There were 
five new individuals this year and doubled participation from years past.

Does your component have any AIA staff? 

Yes: One full-time staff, the executive director (ED), who is very involved with the committee.

Does your EP committee have a designated physical space/center to host meetings?

No, we utilize or Executive Director’s office.

About how many active EP members attend EP committee meetings regularly (average estimation)? 

4 to 5 people in core group of EPN (including executive director).

About how many active EP members attend EP committee events regularly (average estimation)? 

Approximately 25 to 30 active members.

About how many total attendees (AIA affiliated or non-AIA affiliated) attend EP committee events 
(average estimation)? 

15-20 attendees: Social 

30-40 attendees: Lectures

50-60-plus attendees: Design competition

AIA Vermont Emerging Professionals 
Network (EPN)
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Local Component: AIA Honolulu

Location: Honolulu, Hawaii

Date founded: 2017

Total Membership: 850

Total Emerging Professional Membership: Approx. 250

 AIA: Unknown

 Assoc. AIA: Unknown

 

Have you seen a growth, decrease, or stagnation in EP attendance/engagement over the last few years?

Growth: AIA Honolulu Emerging Professionals Committee has seen steady growth from 2015 to present.

Does your component have any AIA staff? 

Yes: AIA Honolulu Emerging Professionals Committee has two full-time paid staff, including an EVP.

Does your EP committee have a designated physical space/center to host meetings? 

Yes.

About how many active EP members attend EP committee meetings regularly (average estimation)? 

10-15 attendees

About how many active EP members attend EP committee events regularly (average estimation)? 

15-30 attendees

About how many total attendees (AIA affiliated or non-AIA affiliated) attend EP committee events 
(average estimation)? 

20-50 attendees

AIA Honolulu Emerging Professionals 
Committee (EPC)
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Local Component: AIA SF

Location: San Francisco 

Date founded: Approximately 2000

Total Membership: Approximately 2,300

Total Emerging Professional Membership: 400 EP members (Approx. 280 - 70% of members are non-AIA)

 AIA: 80 (Approx. 20% of component)

 Assoc. AIA: 40 (Approx. 10 % of component)

 

Have you seen a growth, decrease, or stagnation in EP attendance/engagement over the last few years?

Growth: BAYA has generally seen continuous growth in its membership. Not surprisingly, our years with the 
most new EP members are when the leadership team is very active and engaged. Also, unfortunately, our years 
of highest growth tend to be during economic downturns.

Does your component have any AIA staff? 

Yes: BAYA mainly communicates with their local AIA component committee coordinator. BAYA is assigned 
to a member of the local component board. However, they have historically been more of a resource for the 
committee and less involved with operations and leadership. BAYA is uniquely more independent compared to 
the other local AIA component committees.  

Does your EP committee have a designated physical space/center to host meetings?

No: BAYA can utilize the local AIA component space whenever we need it, but they have a preference to meet in 
locations more convenient and interesting for the BAYA leadership. It is also part of BAYA’s mission to provide 
access to spaces significant to the industry, such as notable firms, showrooms, and new development. BAYA 
does its best to host events in new and exciting venues. 

About how many active EP members attend EP committee meetings regularly (average estimation)? 

5: Leadership meetings contain the five BAYA leaders.

About how many total attendees (AIA affiliated or non-AIA affiliated) attend EP committee events 
(average estimation)? 

10-30 attendees: Firm tours/happy hours 

50 (approximately) attendees: Special events/panel discussions

AIA San Francisco Bay Area Young 
Architects (BAYA)
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Local Component: AIA Washington, D.C. (AIA|DC)

Location: Washington, D.C.

Date founded: 2008

Total Membership: 2,372

Total Emerging Professional Membership: 665 (licensed 10 years or less)

 AIA: 155

 Assoc. AIA: 510

Have you seen a growth, decrease, or stagnation in EP attendance/engagement over the last few years?

Growth: We have seen a lot of growth since the beginning. It’s remained relatively the same over the last four 
years.

Does your component have any AIA staff? 

Yes: We have the District Architecture Center staff.

Does your EP committee have a designated physical space/center to host meetings? 

Yes: Meetings are held at the office of the current EAC chair (currently held at the office of Fentress Architects).

About how many active EP members attend EP committee meetings regularly (average estimation)? 

15-20 monthly attendees

About how many active EP members attend EP committee events regularly (average estimation)? 

25 attendees: Educational sessions 

150 attendees (130 of those being EPs): Social events like our Summer Networking Bash 

Note: Sometimes there’s a mix of other generations.

About how many total attendees (AIA affiliated or non-AIA affiliated) attend EP committee events 
(average estimation)? 

Reference response above: We have a few FAIA members who regularly attend our events and support our 
programming.

AIA DC Emerging Architects 
Committee (AIA DC EAC or EAC)

  

 

 

 

January 27, 2020 

 

Re: AIA|DC Emerging Architects Committee Sponsor Request 

 
Dear Smithgroup Team, 
 
The AIA|DC Emerging Architects Committee (EAC) has the power to change lives. Every year, this amazing group within                  
our profession makes an everlasting impact on the career development of hundreds of emerging leaders. 
Thanks to our generous sponsors, the EAC is able to host frequent programming that connects people on a local, regional,                    
and national level -- giving emerging leaders the tools necessary to take ownership of their careers and give back to the                     
profession.  
 

Your sponsorship of the EAC  supports a thriving architecture and design profession. 
 
The EAC engages AIA|DC professionals through a myriad of programs that embody our four core goals: 

1. PROVOKE current professional practice 
2. ADVOCATE for emerging architects 
3. OUTREACH to other AIA members, associated disciplines, and the community 
4. MENTOR the next generation of architects 

 
Many of our events are open to the public. The past few years, we have been excited about high (and growing!)                     
participation from our local membership as well as allied organizations. We look forward to additional growth in 2019 and                   
beyond. Some of the groups we collaborate with include the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards                
(NCARB), AIA National, Washington Architectural Foundation, Young Architect’s Forum (YAF), National Associates            
Committee (NAC), and the Structural Engineers Association of Metropolitan Washington.  
 
Our committee is fortunate to have a dedicated group of volunteer leaders who are spearheading these events, but we                   
need your help to sustain our committee’s initiatives and support our core goals. 
 
By supporting the AIA|DC EAC, there is potential to reach our dedicated core members, as well as our contacts and                    
affiliates as well. Our publications, blog, and social media reaches over 2,000 AIA|DC members and our e-newsletters go                  
out to over 500 recipients every month. Depending on the level of sponsorship you choose, you will be recognized at our                     
events, in our literature, on our committee blog, and throughout our social media platforms.  
 
I truly hope that you join us in this wonderful opportunity to support the emerging architects and design professionals in                    
the nation’s capital. All proceeds are directly allocated to offset the expenses of our yearly programs. In the following                   
pages, we detail a tiered support program and a pledge form for your consideration.  
 
Thank you for your time and I hope to hear from you soon! 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 

 

_______________________________________________
Sarah Wahlgren Wingo, AIA 

Vice Chair, AIA|DC Emerging Architects Committee 
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Local Component: BSA (Boston Society of Architects)

Location: Boston/Eastern Massachusetts

Date founded: Approximately 2011

Total Membership: 4,000 (estimated)

Total Emerging Professional Membership: Approximately 900

 AIA: 400

 Assoc. AIA: Approximately 500

 

Have you seen a growth, decrease, or stagnation in EP attendance/engagement over the last few years?

Growth: This may vary depending on the event and/or the season. EPNet has seen increases in readership of 
their newsletter, growth, and more consistency with other institutions within the Boston area.

Does your component have any AIA staff? 

Yes: EPNet has a staff member who assists in committee and event coordination.

Does your EP committee have a designated physical space/center to host meetings? 

Yes: EPNet utilizes the BSA shared space.

About how many active EP members attend EP committee meetings regularly (average estimation)? 

6 members: Planning meetings

20-40 attendees: Events 

About how many active EP members attend EP committee events regularly (average estimation)? 

Not currently tracked/unknown

About how many total attendees (AIA affiliated or non-AIA affiliated) attend EP committee events 
(average estimation)? 

15-40 attendees: These are for programs and events.

Boston Society of Architects/AIA 
Emerging Professionals Network (EPNet)

 

architects.org/committees/emerging-professionals-network 

 

 

 

Dear Friends,  

All sponsors will receive prominent placement in the event program. We are offering the following sponsor levels: 

 Platinum Sponsorship - $500+: 
Includes logo recognition on the BSA event page separate from other sponsors, logo on the 
sponsorship board at the event and 1 full display board for your organization. 

 Gold Sponsor - $250-$500: 
Includes your organization listed on  the BSA event page, logo on the sponsorship board at the 
event and 1 full display board for your organization. 

 Silver Sponsor - $100-$200: 
Includes your organization listed on the BSA event page, name on the sponsorship board at the 
event. 

 Partner – up to $100:  
Includes your organization listed on the BSA event page 
 

 other sponsorships - $________________ 
Contributes to the general mission of this event, as agreed upon with committee leadership. 

The Boston Society of Architects/AIA (BSA) will not distribute names or contact information of event attendees to 
protect registrant privacy. Individual sign up lists and marketing materials for partner organizations are welcome at 
the event; please coordinate with EPNet if you need additional space (i.e. tables, easels, etc.). 

Sponsorships will be accepted throughout the year. Your continued support in whatever form you are able is greatly 
appreciated. If you have any questions or would like more information, please contact Caitlin Hart at 617-391-4000 or 
via email at chart@architects.org.  

                          
Sponsor Name      Primary Contact Name   Email 

 

 Check (payable to The Boston Society of Architects)         Credit card type:     Visa           MasterCard         American Express      

 

                      
Card number      Sec. #    Expiration date 

 

 

      
Name of cardholder     Signature 

 

Emerging Professionals Network  
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AIA New Jersey Emerging Professionals 
Community (AIA NJ EPiC) 

Local Component: AIA New Jersey (State/Region) 

Location: New Jersey

Date founded: 2015

Total Membership: 2,093

Total Emerging Professional Membership: 1,060

 AIA: 705

 Assoc. AIA: 355

 

Have you seen a growth, decrease, or stagnation in EP attendance/engagement over the last few years?

Growth: AIA NJ has experienced an increase in EP engagement at both general membership events and EP-
focused events. We believe that this is due to the broadening of EP programming and awareness.

Does your component have any AIA staff? 

Yes: AIA NJ is a volunteer-led chapter. We do have a hired consultant, who helps manage some items for us, 
but overall the leadership is all volunteers.

Does your EP committee have a designated physical space/center to host meetings?

No: AIA NJ does not occupy a physical building, nor do we currently have a center for architecture. 

About how many active EP members attend EP committee meetings regularly (average estimation)? 

N/A: Committee meetings are different from EPiC events. Generally, only the committee members attend the 
committee meetings. On occasion, interested EPs will listen in on committee meetings.

About how many active EP members attend EP committee events regularly (average estimation)? 

10-45 attendees: The majority of our in-person events 

75 attendees: In-person social events have been sold out. 

100-plus attendees: Online-based learning sessions have pulled in over 100 virtual attendees. 

About how many total attendees (AIA affiliated or non-AIA affiliated) attend EP committee events 
(average estimation)? 

0-5 (approximate) attendees: Very few non-AIA members attend our events. However, we have had non-
affiliates attend events by advertising within large A/E organizations. 
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AIA Illinois Emerging Professionals 
Network (EPN)

Local Component: AIA Illinois (State/Region)

Location: Statewide: (Chicagoland: population center; Springfield: AIA IL headquarters)

Date founded: Approximately 2017

Total Membership: 4,296

Total Emerging Professional Membership: 1,873

 AIA: 1,262 licensed

 Assoc. AIA: 611

 

Have you seen a growth, decrease, or stagnation in EP attendance/engagement over the last few years?

Growth: While it is unclear since our EP Network has only been operating two years, we have observed growth 
with committee involvement.

Does your component have any AIA staff? 

Yes: We have AIA Illinois, where our EP Network officially resides, and AIA Chicago, which both have paid full-
time staff.

Does your EP committee have a designated physical space/center to host meetings? 

No: But our firms are happy to host.

About how many active EP members attend EP committee meetings regularly (average estimation)? 

Approximately six to 10 attendees.

About how many active EP members attend EP committee events regularly (average estimation)? 

N/A: We don’t really have our own regular events. The YAF has events, and we have an annual summit with 
about 25 attendees.

About how many total attendees (AIA affiliated or non-AIA affiliated) attend EP committee events 
(average estimation)? 

See response above.
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AIA California Council Academy of 
Emerging Professionals (AEP)

Local Component: AIA California (State/Region)

Location: Varies — Headquartered in Sacramento 

Date founded: Unknown

Total Membership: 11,032

Total Emerging Professional Membership: 6,128

 AIA: 3,617

 Assoc. AIA: 2,511

 

Have you seen a growth, decrease, or stagnation in EP attendance/engagement over the last few years?

Growth: We have seen increased attendance at EP events.

Does your component have any AIA staff? 

Yes: We have 14 total (12 full time, two part time), and our one point of contact with AEP attends all our 
meetings.

Does your EP committee have a designated physical space/center to host meetings? 

No: We utilize local chapter offices and firms to host in-person meetings twice a year. Otherwise, the AEP 
meets monthly via conference call.

About how many active EP members attend EP committee meetings regularly (average estimation)?

12 attendees

About how many active EP members attend EP committee events regularly (average estimation)? 

50 attendees

About how many total attendees (AIA affiliated or non-AIA affiliated) attend EP committee events 
(average estimation)?

50 attendees
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Structure

When building or growing your EP committee, 
structure can provide clarity in roles and 
responsibilities...

Structure

When building or growing your EP committee, structure can provide clarity in roles and responsibilities to foster 
organization and develop leaders. This section looks at how various EP committees across the nation organize 
their committee leadership:

 Leadership structure

 Term limits

 Succession planning

 Elections/nominations

 Subcommittee organization

 Component/regional board representation

Leadership structure: In these case studies, you will notice most component EP committees operate with a 
chair/co-chairs as the principal lead. They are often supported by their local AIA staff as well as EP leads as it 
relates to specific tasks/focus action items. However, regional EP committees tend to differ and are more likely 
to introduce regional/national leadership roles, liaisons, and/or directors because of their larger scope/reach.

Term limits: On average, term limits for most leadership positions average between one and two years. 

Succession planning: About half of the case studies utilized a nomination process to fill leadership roles, while 
the other half organically filled roles from active EP committee members without a formal process.

Elections/nominations: For those who utilize a nomination process, they are often nominated by the chair, 
executive committee, and/or EP committee members.

Subcommittee organization: While subcommittees are not a common practice, most EP committees are likely 
to have task forces or workgroups that address specific subject matters of interest or event/program planning.

Component/regional board representation: Some component EP committees may have component 
representation, while all regional EP committees have representation, usually through the YARD and/or RAD.
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Vermont

Hawaii

San Francisco

Washington, D.C.

Boston

New Jersey  - Region

Illinois  - Region

California - Region

Structure

1: What is your leadership structure? 
(i.e. chair/co-chairs, subcommittees, task forces, etc.) 

AIA VT EPN Committee: Chair + executive director (support) + previous executive director 
(sits on the board) + members

AIA Honolulu EPC Committee: Chair + vice chair + general members

AIA SF BAYA Committee: Chair + architect chair + operations chair + marketing chair + 
education chair + chair emeritus 
(See Appendix: S-1 - Organization Chart)

AIA DC EAC Executive Committee: Chair + vice chair + past chair
Advisory Committee: Social media + community/small firm + new member/
student
(See Appendix: S-2 - Organization Chart)

BSA/AIA EPNet Committee: Co-chairs + BSA staff + members

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Committee: Chair + vice chair + at-large director of service + at-large director of 
education + at-large director of advocacy + section directors + student liaisons 
(See Appendix: S-3 - Organization Chart)

AIA IL EPN (Region) Executive/Steering Committee: Young Architect Regional Director + Regional 
Associate Director + at-large director 
Delegates (team of representatives from regional chapters): AIA Chicago, AIA 
Northeast, AIA Prairie, AIA Eastern, at-large #2, at-large #3, AIA Illinois Fellow, 
and AIA Illinois Student Director
Council of Advisors: AIA Illinois Board of Directors, AIA Illinois Staff, AIA 
Chicago YAF, AIAS chapter presidents, AIA Chicago association directors, and 
AIA Chicago student director 
(See Appendix: S-4 - Organization Chart)

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Committee: VP + Regional Associate Director + associate director north + 
associate director south, architect licensing adviser north + architect licensing 
adviser south + Young Architect Regional Director north + Young Architect 
Regional Director south + student director north + student director south + 
architect member at-large
(See Appendix: S-5- Organization Chart)
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Structure

AIA VT EPN No: The term limit is not formal.
Chair: Two-year term, typically

AIA Honolulu EPC Yes.
Chair: Two--year term

AIA SF BAYA No: None of the term limits is formal. 
Chair: One-year term, typically
Other Committee Chairs: Few years, typically. Chairs may maintain or rotate their 
position.

AIA DC EAC Yes: It is one year per adviser term. The total length is a three-year term.
Vice Chair: One-year term (transitions to chair)
Chair: One-year term (transitions to past chair)
Past Chair: One-year term

BSA/AIA EPNet Yes. 
Chair: Three-year term

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Yes: All positions are recommended to be held for a single term. As well, there 
must be a new position holder for an appointee to step down at the end of their 
term.
EPiC Chair, Vice Chair, At-large Directors, Section Directors: One-year term
YARD, RAD, and Licensing Adviser: Two-year terms

AIA IL EPN (Region) Yes: This is determined by the term limits of the YARD and RAD. Their elections 
offset by a year. There will be at least one new leader of three, every year.
YARD: Two-year term (can be re-elected)
RAD: Two-year term (can be re-elected)
At-large Director: Two-year term (can be re-elected)

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Yes: Two-year term

2: Is there a leadership term limit? If so, how long? 
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AIA VT EPN The chair selects and nominates someone to take their position. This is generally 
someone from the core committee. The membership then votes. Then the EP 
chair sits as a board member.

AIA Honolulu EPC The vice chair becomes chair, and the chair selects the vice chair.

AIA SF BAYA The aim is for positions to be filled organically from volunteers/members.

AIA DC EAC The selection is by the Executive Committee. Individuals can be nominated, and 
leaders are encouraged to rise within the committee.

BSA/AIA EPNet There is no formal plan in place currently. Ideally, we would pull from consistent 
members who attend and assist in planning events.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) The intent is that involvement starts at the section director level, then at-large 
director, then vice chair, followed by RAD, YARD, or other local board or state/
regional board positions. This is not a mandatory succession ladder. New 
committee members can engage at the at-large-director level.

AIA IL EPN (Region) The third Executive Committee member is elected by the group; the YARD and 
RAD are elected by the board of AIA Illinois.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Unknown

3: How do you address succession planning? 
(i.e. nominations, selection committee, elections, etc.)

4: What does your election/nomination process look like? 
(i.e. EP committee vote, selected by component board, etc.) 

AIA VT EPN The chair nominates a candidate. At the annual meeting, the board reviews 
application, and vote is held by the membership.

AIA Honolulu EPC None in place

AIA SF BAYA None in place

AIA DC EAC The selection is by the Executive Committee. Individuals can be nominated, and 
leaders are encouraged to rise within the committee.

BSA/AIA EPNet There is a general discussion between attendees. It is an organic process.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) A state/region-wide call for interest is emailed out. All are welcome to apply. 
The current chair and vice chair review the applications, and they select the 
candidates to fill the positions.

AIA IL EPN (Region) The Executive Committee determines selection/nominations externally. The at-
large positions are intended to be elected directors from multiple state chapters.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) The California board members vote in the annual meeting. We start recruiting 
candidates in early July. We elect new committee members in November.
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AIA VT EPN No: For specific events, we have people help volunteer.

AIA Honolulu EPC Yes: YAF, ARE Prep, 5x5x5 Mentorship Program, Student Design Awards, and the 
UH/AIAS student liaison

AIA SF BAYA No

AIA DC EAC No: We have advisory roles. We also have planning teams for each event 
organized around those who wish to volunteer. The teams of volunteers are 
flexible and open.

BSA/AIA EPNet No

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Yes: The at-large directors lead focus groups, and the section directors 
participate on those focus groups. This is a similar structure to the YAF. 
(See Appendix: S-2)

AIA IL EPN (Region) No: We have workgroups for specific items/events. These tend to be temporary 
and topic focused (i.e. summit planning, EP Friendly Firm Award, and Firmside 
Chats).

AIA CA AEP  (Region) No: We have liaisons. We do work with other committees on local chapter levels.

5: Does your EP committee have subcommittees? If so, please list them with a 
one-line description. 

6: Does your EP committee have representation on the component board?  

AIA VT EPN Yes

AIA Honolulu EPC Yes: The chapter associate director

AIA SF BAYA No: Not directly. The associate director is a board member, but he/she may not 
always be a BAYA leader.

AIA DC EAC Board liaison

BSA/AIA EPNet No: Not officially. However, there are opportunities to be pulled in for specific 
conversations with the board.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Yes: The YARD and RAD are voting members of the state/regional Executive 
Committee. Some of the local sections have amended their bylaws to include 
the EPiC section director as part of their local board of directors/Executive 
Committee. Also, EPiC leadership often holds dual positions within their local 
section.

AIA IL EPN (Region) Yes: Our YARD and RAD sit on the AIA Illinois board, but they have no voting 
privileges. They attend as honorary invitees and as national delegates.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Yes: Leaders on their second-year term serve as a voting board member at the 
statewide component, not the local level.
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Internal Communication 

Effective EP committee organization 
and structure can often hinge on (and be 
complemented by) effective communication...

Effective EP committee organization and structure can often hinge on (and be complemented by) effective 
communication among committee leaders. This section looks at how various EP committees across the nation 
communicate internally with their EP committee leadership:

 Meeting frequency

 How committees meet

 Communication frequency

 Email management

 Travel distance barriers

Meeting frequency: The majority of EP committees find success in meeting monthly or quarterly. 

How committees meet: EP committees tend to have a strong preference for in-person meetings with 
conference call access for those who cannot meet in person. It is not uncommon to have supplemental call-in 
meetings between in-person meetings.

Communication frequency: EP committees find that they communicate internally frequently, with an average 
of three to five touchpoints a month.

Email management: Most committees have a separate email account. Management of the account is often led 
by the chair(s), with staff assisting in some situations.

Travel distance barriers: Component EP committees in large metropolitan areas tend to have less challenging 
travel barriers, while those in smaller or more spread-out locations do see those challenges. Travel concerns are 
more common for regional EP committees. This encourages/increases the frequency of video/conference calls 
and non-traditional communication tools like Slack or Basecamp.

Internal Communication
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AIA VT EPN Quarterly: Overall planning
As required: Events planning

AIA Honolulu EPC Quarterly

AIA SF BAYA Monthly: Leadership meetings
(See Appendix: IC-1 - Sample Meeting Agenda)

AIA DC EAC Monthly: Committee meetings on the second Wednesday of the month
(See Appendix: IC-2 - Sample Meeting Agenda)

BSA/AIA EPNet Monthly: At the least
As needed: Event planning calls, typically held once per month

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Monthly: State teleconference
Annually: EPiC Leadership Summit (in person)
(See Appendix: IC-3 - Sample Meeting Agenda)

AIA IL EPN (Region) Monthly: Full committee
Monthly: Executive Committee (in between)
(See Appendix: IC-4 - Sample Meeting Agenda)

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Monthly
(See Appendix: IC-5 - Sample Meeting Agenda)

1: How frequently do you meet as an EP committee? 

AIA VT EPN In person: Quarterly meetings

AIA Honolulu EPC In person

AIA SF BAYA In person 
Social media: Facebook Messenger group (informal communication)

AIA DC EAC In person: Committee meetings
Conference calls: Occasionally for those who are not able to attend in person. 
This is provided in the meeting agenda.

BSA/AIA EPNet In person

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Call: Monthly state teleconference
In person: Annual EPiC Leadership Summit

AIA IL EPN (Region) In person 
Conference calls: An option for some to connect remotely due to schedule 
conflicts/location

AIA CA AEP  (Region) In person: Three meetings per year 
Conference calls: Nine calls per year

2: How do you meet as an EP committee? 
(In person, conference call, video conference call, other?)
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AIA VT EPN Quarterly
More frequently: For specific events

AIA Honolulu EPC Monthly

AIA SF BAYA 3 times per month: At least, for our monthly meetings/events

AIA DC EAC 3-5 times per month: Depending on the events that are being planned 
Events that are approaching within the next one to two months will have more 
communication regarding planning, graphics, etc.

BSA/AIA EPNet Frequently: Leadership plus core group of EPs. Communicate a lot with 
leadership team (co-chairs).
Quarterly: Leadership plus core group 
2 times per month: General EP membership

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) 2-3 times per month: Via email, to prep for monthly meetings

AIA IL EPN (Region) 5-plus times per month: We utilize Slack communication platform (very active).

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Frequently: We utilize Basecamp (similar to Slack communication platform).

3: How often do you communicate with EP committee members during the 
month?
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4: Do you have a designated EP committee email? If so, who manages it?

AIA VT EPN Yes
Managed by EP chair: The account is passed along to different chairs for 
consistency. The account Google Drive is included.

AIA Honolulu EPC Yes
Managed by chairperson

AIA SF BAYA Yes
Managed by the chair and the marketing chair. All of us chairs have access to it. 
However, it is for our external means of communication.

AIA DC EAC Yes
Managed by the chair and vice chair. 
Note: This is used for outgoing mail, but not incoming. A “vacation response” 
gives the contact information of the current chair and vice chair. When emails 
are sent from the committee email that may require a response (such as meeting 
minutes with a direction to contact so-and-so), the email contact for that person 
is hyperlinked in the message.

BSA/AIA EPNet Yes
Managed by BSA staff member. EP chairs can also be reached directly via their 
work emails.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Yes
Managed by chair and vice chair. The full committee leadership has access to the 
EPiC email and SoMe accounts.

AIA IL EPN (Region) Yes 
Managed by N/A: While we have an email address, it is not very active. It is 
utilized for drives and major announcements. We have an EP Slack.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) No
We utilize a designation website, managed by AIA California Web master.
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5: Would you consider travel distance a challenge for regular attendance to 
committee meetings/events? If so, how does your committee address this? 

AIA VT EPN Yes
This is one of the biggest participation challenges. In Vermont, there are a lot 
of different “hubs,” and most events happen in the Burlington area. In the past 
couple of years, we have tried to host events outside of Burlington to draw 
participation. For our design competition (the biggest EPN event) we had two 
goals this year:
1) To increase participation from students entering the profession.
2) To address the location challenges by hosting the event at two different 
locations, at the same time, at two different universities in the state.

AIA Honolulu EPC No

AIA SF BAYA No
We have all our meetings and events in close proximity to public transit

AIA DC EAC No
Typically, the attendees work within the D.C. city limits. A conference call-in 
number is available for those who wish to attend remotely.

BSA/AIA EPNet No
Travel is not typically an issue as we are mostly located in an urban environment. 
We do represent the entire eastern part of the state, however, and we feel we 
struggle to attract attendance or host specific events for EPs outside of our 
downtown and to accessible regions of Boston. BSA’s reach extends to Cape Cod, 
making it challenging to host events outside of the BSA space. We are also trying 
to connect with other MASS components.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Yes
Very much so. This is one reason why EPiC is structured the way it is and the 
purpose of monthly teleconference calls. Having local directors does alleviate the 
travel issue for events, but EPiC does host some statewide events where we need 
to strategically select a location. Sometimes we have concurrent events, where 
the same event will occur simultaneously in multiple sections to try and reduce 
the travel issue.

AIA IL EPN (Region) Yes, for anyone who is not in Chicago — even the suburbs are too far to make it 
for an evening committee meeting in person. 
We utilize Slack and video conferencing for meetings and conversations, and 
we have an annual summit (that includes funding for travel expenses) that is in 
person. The summit typically has 25 attendees with representation from three out 
of four components.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Yes 
Travel/funding can be a challenge. AIA California is trying to accommodate travel 
costs. There is roughly a $250 budget per event with flexibility for adjustment if 
more is needed.
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External communication can be the most 
outfacing representation of who an EP committee 
is and how they convey their identity.

External Communication

External communication can be the most outfacing representation of who an EP committee is and how they 
convey their identity. This section looks at the various means and methods an EP committee utilizes to reach 
their base:

 Mass communication means/methods/tools

 Mass communication management

 Frequency of regional communication

 Access to component/regional newsletters

Mass communication means/methods/tools: Most EP committees take advantage of emails, e-blasts, or 
a newsletter as a primary means to share information to their audience. In addition, social media plays an 
important role in reaching demographics outside of the committee’s listservs, with Facebook and Instagram 
being the most popular tools. Websites and instant-messaging tools (i.e. Slack and Basecamp) are more 
common for regional EP committees.

Mass communication management: External communication tools are often managed by chairs and/or 
committee members. However, it is not uncommon for AIA staff to support the committee in this role.

Frequency of regional communication: Component EP committees find they engage with regional leadership 
less frequently. However, regional committees tend to touch base monthly, if not more.

Access to component/regional newsletters: Component EP committees are less likely to have access to or 
utilize component newsletters. But regionally, all had access to their component or state newsletters to share 
EP-related content.
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AIA VT EPN Email (primary)
Newsletter: Through AIA published announcements 
Website: AIA VT website via EP page 
Social media: EP Facebook page/group 
(See Appendix: EC-3 - Sample Advertisement)

AIA Honolulu EPC Email
E-blasts 
Fliers
(See Appendix: EC-4 - Sample Advertisement)

AIA SF BAYA Social media: Facebook, Instagram, MeetUp, and LinkedIn
Email: AIA SF posts events 
Calendar: AIA SF posts events
(See Appendix: EC-5 - Sample Advertisement)

AIA DC EAC Newsletter: Monthly newsletter coordinated by the vice chair containing 
upcoming events, committee events, local events of interest (USGBC, DCBIA, 
etc.) via Mailchimp. Note: The listserv is made up of previous committee event 
attendees and is currently around 1,800 people. 
Social media: Instagram (takeovers and event promotion), Facebook (event 
posts), and Twitter (less active) 
(See Appendix: EC-1 - Sample Newsletter)
(See Appendix: EC-6 - Sample Advertisement)

BSA/AIA EPNet Newsletter: Weekly BSA newsletter
Calendar: BSA calendar 
Email: Specific to one event
(See Appendix: EC-7 - Sample Advertisement)

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Social media
Website 
E-blasts
(See Appendix: EC-2 - Sample Newsletter)
(See Appendix: EC-8 - Sample Advertisement)

AIA IL EPN (Region) Instant messaging: Slack (primary)
Social media: Facebook and Instagram (coming soon)
Emails: AIA Illinois monthly emails with targeted email lists
(See Appendix: EC-9 - Sample Advertisement)

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Instant messaging: Basecamp (Every member has access, and we utilize this for 
surveys.)
Social media 
Website: AEP webpage
In person: AEP Summit 
(See Appendix: EC-10 - Sample Advertisement)

1: How do you communicate upcoming events and programs to the masses? 
(newsletter, social media, in person, at AIA events, other)
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AIA VT EPN Chair: Manages all the content and shares it with the executive director to upload 
it to the website.

Instagram: @aiavermont
Facebook: AIA Vermont Emerging Professionals Network: @aia.VT.ep
Website: https://www.aiavt.org/about/emerg-prof/

AIA Honolulu EPC Chair or staff

AIA SF BAYA Chair and marketing chair: Manages our external communication as well as our 
AIA SF committee coordinator.

Facebook: @BAYA | Bay Area Young Architects
Twitter: @BAYA_AIASF

AIA DC EAC Chair, vice chair, and social media adviser: Manages communication. Typically, 
people will find the committee on the AIA|DC website and reach out to the chair. 
New member/student adviser: Develops a New Members Guide for those who 
are interested in hearing more about the committee.

Instagram: @aiadceac
Facebook: AIA DC Emerging Architects
Website: https://emergingarchitectsdc.wordpress.com/

BSA/AIA EPNet Staff: BSA staff

Instagram: @bsaaia
Website: Committee page (primary) https://www.architects.org/knowledge-
communities/emerging-professionals-network 
Website: Programs page https://www.architects.org/programs/emerging-
professionals-network

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) EPiC Committee: Manages communication for many statewide initiatives while 
also mentioning local events. Local sections communicate their events to their 
members as well. EPiC, AIA NJ, and local sections run and manage campaigns in 
conjunction with one another.

Instagram: @aia_nj_epic
Facebook: @AIANJEPiC
Twitter: @AIANJEPiC
Website: https://aia-nj.org/epic/ (previous website was https://epic-aia-nj.
weebly.com/)

AIA IL EPN (Region) Committee member: Currently our NAC, but this is not a requirement.

Slack: https://illinoisepnetwork.slack.com

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Staff: AIA California staff

Website: aep.aiacalifornia.org

2: Who manages your external communication?
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AIA VT EPN Rarely: However, we do have quarterly calls, and we are looking to engage 
more. Also have been noticing a lot of the southern Vermont architects go to 
AIA Western Massachusetts events, so looking to partner with the Western 
Massachusetts component.

AIA Honolulu EPC Rarely

AIA SF BAYA A few times a year

AIA DC EAC Not as often as we would like: We do collaborate with AIA|DC committees 
(Design Excellence Committee, Equity Committee, LA.IDEA) for event planning. 
We promote events by AIA NOVA, like their annual ARE Boot Camp classes. The 
RAD and YARD are currently working on a Mid-Atlantic EP Summit to encourage 
communication across the region.

BSA/AIA EPNet Quarterly

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Monthly: Typically, unless we need to advertise an event registration

AIA IL EPN (Region) Monthly/quarterly: We communicate with other EPs in other chapters monthly or 
quarterly but hope to have them call in as part of our regular monthly meetings. 
We also stay in close touch with the YAF Chicago leaders.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) 3 to 4 times a month

3: How often do you communicate with other EP committees in your region?
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AIA VT EPN No: We currently aren’t subscribed.

AIA Honolulu EPC No

AIA SF BAYA No

AIA DC EAC Yes: The chair subscribes and receives the newsletters from nearby components 
like AIA Potomac Valley and AIA Northern Virginia to stay in the loop on their 
news and events. Any important EP items typically get distributed in the EAC 
monthly newsletter.

BSA/AIA EPNet No

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Yes: EPiC can contribute to the bi-weekly AIA NJ e-newsletter.

AIA IL EPN (Region) No: We utilize the state newsletter to share events and content.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Yes: Aside from the state chapter, we utilize the newsletter of our local chapters. 
We also email letters to newly licensed members and include this in our 
newsletter.

4: Do you have access to other newsletters of components within your region? 
If so, please list them.
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Funding

Funding an EP committee can often play an important 
role in what types of programming a committee pursues to 
support and engage their emerging professional members. 

Funding an EP committee can often play an important role in what types of programming a committee pursues 
to support and engage thier emerging professional members. This section will investigate some of the ways EP 
committees raise funds and will quantify how much may be appropriate to sustain a working committee:

 Component funding

 Regional funding

 Other fundraising methods

 Annual budgeting

 Committee budget reviews

 COF grant

Component funding: Funding for EP committees tends to be a mixed bag, with most receiving minimal to no 
funding from their components. 

Regional funding: Regional funding is less likely for components; however, it is more common for regional 
committees.

Other fundraising methods: Most EP committees seek sponsorships as their primary means for fundraising.

Annual budgeting: Budgets can range from $1,000 to $10,000 and vary based on committee size, location, 
and component/regional support.

Committee budget reviews: EP committee budget reviews vary. They are most commonly reviewed annually 
and/or determined externally by their component boards.

COF grant: The College of Fellows grant has been applied for and successfully awarded for various committee 
sizes at the component and regional levels. Component EP committees found successful grant applications 
often involved student and professional engagement (often via competitions, exhibits, or awards). At the 
regional level, successful grant applications were utilized for an emerging professional summit. 
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1: Does your EP committee receive funding from your component?

AIA VT EPN Yes: Approximately $3,000

AIA Honolulu EPC No

AIA SF BAYA No

AIA DC EAC Yes: $250. Each AIA|DC Committee starts the year with this amount. It is each 
committee’s responsibility to obtain sponsorship

BSA/AIA EPNet Yes: Our budget is coordinated with BSA and covers most in-house events. For 
outside events (like Winter Warmer), we look for sponsorships and co-sponsored 
events (with SMPS). We then open it up to other AEC groups.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Yes: This varies by local section.

AIA IL EPN (Region) Yes: Our component and region are one and the same, so see below.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Yes: Statewide

2: Does your EP committee receive funding from your region?

AIA VT EPN No

AIA Honolulu EPC No

AIA SF BAYA No

AIA DC EAC No

BSA/AIA EPNet No

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Yes

AIA IL EPN (Region) Yes: But the amount is unclear. We have $12,000 earmarked for all statewide 
emerging professional activities, but that includes other programming outside 
of the EP Network umbrella and funding for the YARD and RAD to attend 
Grassroots Conference, and Large States. Much of our direct funding goes to our 
summit.
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AIA VT EPN Sponsorship: Utilized for our design competition

AIA Honolulu EPC Sponsorships

AIA SF BAYA Sponsorships: We receive funding from host firms, and we utilize free locations.
(See Appendix: F-4 - Sample Sponsorhsip Letter)

AIA DC EAC Sponsorships
(See Appendix: F-5 - Sample Sponsorhsip Letter)

BSA/AIA EPNet Sponsorships
Co-sponsoring: Collaboration with other industry organizations
(See Appendix: F-6 - Sample Sponsorhsip Letter)

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Sponsors: We have limited funding from the region. Most funding comes from 
sponsors. There is typically an event fee that could range from $5 to $25 per 
attendee. The small fee helps to keep attendees accountable.
(See Appendix: F-7 - Sample Sponsorhsip Letter)

AIA IL EPN (Region) Grant: We received a College of Fellows grant in 2018.
(See Appendix: F-8 - Sample Sponsorhsip Letter)

3: What other ways does your EP committee receive funding? 
(sponsorships, fundraising, etc.)

AIA VT EPN Approximately $9,000

AIA Honolulu EPC Unknown

AIA SF BAYA Approximately $2,000: We strive to be revenue neutral. Some events are free; 
some cost $5 for non-AIA members. We accept donations.

AIA DC EAC Approximately $10,000 (varies): This depends on the year and what events we 
have planned. This year, we are aiming to raise $10,000 in sponsorship to cover 
our events.
(See Appendix: F-1 - Sample Budget)

BSA/AIA EPNet Approximately $500 to $1,000
(See Appendix: F-2 - Sample Budget)

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Approximately $15,000

AIA IL EPN (Region) Approximately $12,000 
(See Appendix: F-3 - Sample Budget)

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Varies: This depends on the role and term of a member. Grassroots is our biggest 
expense. Per member: $2,000 to $2,500 for a Grassroots year and $500 to 
$700 for a non-Grassroots year.

4: What is your total annual budget?
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5: How often does your EP committee establish/review the budget?

AIA VT EPN Varies: This is a board decision.

AIA Honolulu EPC Annually

AIA SF BAYA N/A

AIA DC EAC Annually: The Executive Committee will review the budget at the end of the 
year and prepare for the upcoming year. We receive quarterly updates from the 
chapter since all sponsorships and funding go through them.

BSA/AIA EPNet Unknown: The decisions are made by the board, but we do receive more funding 
than other committees based on our activeness.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Annually

AIA IL EPN (Region) Seasonally: At this time, we establish/review the budget around summit planning.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Bi-annually
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6: Has your EP committee ever applied for the COF EP grant? If so, what for, 
and was the grant received?

AIA VT EPN Yes: We were awarded $3,500 for our design competition. This helped expand 
the event to multiple locations as well as our audience. We found it very 
successful. In the past, we had approximately 20 people involved, and this year, 
we had approximately 30 to 40 people per location.

AIA Honolulu EPC Yes: We were awarded $5,000 for our Student Design Awards in 2019. We 
applied for our Mentorship Program in 2018, but we did not receive the grant.

AIA SF BAYA No

AIA DC EAC Yes: We were awarded for an exhibit at the District Architecture Center in 2018. 
The exhibit showcased recent student thesis work from the past few years of our 
annual Thesis Showcase event.

BSA/AIA EPNet No

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) No

AIA IL EPN (Region) Yes: We received $2,500 in 2018 for our EP Summit.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) No
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Programming and Event Planning

Programming and event planning are often the largest lifts 
for an EP committee, and they often address the unique 
needs and demographics of their audience/committee.

Programming and event planning are often the largest lifts for an EP committee, and they often address the 
unique needs and demographics of their audience/committee. However, there are some strong similarities 
among committees related to successful planning and execution of any given program/event:

 Frequency of EP-related events

 Event planning lead(s)

 AIA staff support

 Common successful programs

 Methods to increase engagement

 Frequency of event partnerships with local component committees

 Frequency of event partnerships with regional committees

 Common lessons learned

Frequency of EP-related events: It is common to see component EP committee events occur one to three 
times a month. Regional EP committees are more likely to have two to three events annually. However, this can 
vary significantly based on committee size and location. The trend is that the larger the committee, the more 
frequent the events, and vice versa. 

Event planning lead(s): EP committees tend to tap their various human resources for leading an event. This 
can range from committee chairs, task forces, or designated committee leaders.

AIA staff support: Although it is less common for an EP committee to have dedicated EP AIA staff, 
committees do have access to AIA staff. Staff tend to support the committees as needed for planning and 
programming.

Common successful programs: The three most common events and programs among EP committees include 
mentorship programs, design awards/competition events, and networking/happy hour programs.

Methods to increase engagement: EP committees tend to strategically locate events where they can easily 
engage with their members/audience. They often offer food and beverages to encourage attendance. 
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1: How often do you have an EP event?

AIA VT EPN 2 larger events per year: A lecture and a design competition
Quarterly meetups: Averaging one event every two months

AIA Honolulu EPC 1-2 events per month

AIA SF BAYA 2-3 events per month

AIA DC EAC 4-5 events per month: Summer months are typically lighter.

BSA/AIA EPNet 1 event per month

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) We target monthly events regionally.
2-3 events per year minimum: Local components

AIA IL EPN (Region) 2-3 events per year: Working on having monthly events

AIA CA AEP  (Region) 2-3 events statewide

2: How do you determine who leads event planning?

AIA VT EPN Chair (primary): This is with the support of the executive director. We call on 
others to be involved as needed.

AIA Honolulu EPC Chair or subcommittee chairs

AIA SF BAYA Varies: It depends on the event and interest. All our leaders are encouraged to 
lead a few events over the course of the year.

AIA DC EAC Planning teams: These are comprised of all volunteers. Volunteering is always 
welcomed at any stage of planning.

BSA/AIA EPNet Co-chairs (primary): They plan most events. Ideas are solicited from the broader 
audience for our annual planning.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Committee leaders: Every position holder is responsible for leading their event 
planning. The committee is available to support each person when needed. 

AIA IL EPN (Region) Workgroups: Workgroups and those who raise their hand lead the planning.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Varies: This is determined in monthly meetings
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3: If you have AIA staff, do you have a dedicated staff member for EP-related 
support? What is their role? (i.e. coordination, liaison, marketing, etc.)

AIA VT EPN EP dedicated staff: No
AIA staff: Yes, our executive director assists with the planning.

AIA Honolulu EPC EP dedicated staff: No
AIA staff: Yes, all staff support all programming and committees.

AIA SF BAYA EP dedicated staff: No
AIA staff: Yes, we have a committee liaison who answers questions, offers 
support, and helps to get our events advertised on the AIA SF platforms. We may 
also use their space.

AIA DC EAC EP dedicated staff: No
AIA staff: Yes, AIA staff’s role is N/A.

BSA/AIA EPNet EP dedicated staff: Yes
BSA staff: Yes

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) EP dedicated staff: No
BSA staff: No

AIA IL EPN (Region) EP dedicated staff: No
AIA staff: Yes, AIA staff reach out for specific action items.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) EP dedicated staff: No
AIA staff: Yes, we have AIA staff in the committee. The staff member manages 
our documents, schedules, meetings, budget, expenses, and sometimes travel 
(i.e. flights).
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AIA VT EPN 1. Design Competition – We target 60 to 80 people at two locations. We break 
out into teams of two to respond to the same design prompt, followed by a 
presentation with a catered reception. The same jury visits both locations, and 
winners in different categories (student, EP, and professional) are awarded 
monetary prizes. The winners also receive tickets to the AIA VT annual awards 
dinner.
2. Lecture  – We focus on one topic a year. This year was a two-part series on 
rendering in BIM techniques.
3. Social Event  – We host a casual meetup at a brewery or bowling. The first 
drink is covered by the budget to incentivize participation.
4. RE Prep/Study Session Series  – We have small breakout discussions on ARE 
topics.

AIA Honolulu EPC 1. YAF Happy Hours – Each month, the YAF puts on a happy hour, site tour visit, 
lecture, or hosted event at a company office.
2. Annual Student Design Awards – This is a part of the AIA Honolulu Annual 
Design Awards Program, which started in 2016. We solicit project entries from 
architecture students in Hawaii.
3. Emerging Professionals Party – This event occurred in 2018. We had 100 
attendees in conjunction with the regional conference.

AIA SF BAYA 1. Firm Tours – We gather after work at a local firm (architecture or another AEC 
industry practice) for a brief tour and presentation. This is an opportunity to learn 
more about a firm that you cannot get from scrolling through their website. There 
is plenty of time for questions and mingling. (15-30 attendees) 
2. Happy Hours – We meet up after work once a month to grab a drink and chat 
with our peers. This is an informal and free event. A great opportunity to meet 
other designers and learn about BAYA. (5-15 attendees) 
3. Panel Discussions – This is planned by BAYA and features leaders in the 
industry associated with a specific topic. This year, we did a portfolio review/
hiring panel, a housing-crisis discussion, and an entrepreneurship panel 
discussion. We provide plenty of time for questions and member involvement. 
(About 50 attendees) 

AIA DC EAC 1. Summer Networking Bash – This is a networking event focused on emerging 
professionals in the building industry. We reach out to allied industries with an 
invitation. Ideal location is a rooftop in D.C. Location changes each year.
2. Architecture Uncensored  – This is a series typically occurring in the fall each 
year. The series is three evenings, spread out a few weeks apart from each other. 
We focus on tough/taboo topics that don’t necessarily get talked about in the 
office (i.e. work-life balance, knowing your worth, value of licensure, etc.). The 
setup is a panel discussion and tends to be quite lively and interactive.
3. Mentoring Workshops – This series typically occurs at the beginning of the 
year and involves three events. One of them is a partner event with NCARB to 
give an overview of the AXP/ARE process. The other two workshop topics are 
dependent upon “hot” topics that year. For 2020, our three sessions are: NCARB, 
soft skills, and finance.

4: Please list your top three annual programs/events with a brief description. 
(i.e. one to two sentences)
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4: Please list your top three annual programs/events with a brief description. 
(i.e. one to two sentences)

BSA/AIA EPNet 1.Mentorship: Feedback – This is a five-month-long mentorship program. Each 
mentee gets five mentors, and the suggested program format is to meet one 
mentor a month. It is the responsibility of the mentee to reach out to the mentor. 
We hold a kickoff event, and we allow organic relationships to form. 
2. Knowledge: Individual Program Events – 1) We partner with SMPS to talk 
about how EPs can get involved in business development. 2) We partner with 
CSI. 3) In the spring “boot camp” series, we take one broad topic and break it into 
three or four smaller digestible events.
3. Networking: Winter Warmer – We connect 20 AEC committees together in the 
area. We meet at a bar and provide food. 

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) 1. EPiC Annual Parti – This is EPiC’s main event, which celebrates EP 
successes and achievements throughout the year, at both a personal level and 
organizational level (i.e. individual licensure through starting a new initiative). 
2. EPiC ARE Prep Webinars – We organized Web-based mock exams for those 
sitting for the AREs.
3. Open Studio Series – EPiC organized open houses at N.J. firms. We hold a 
networking session and a firm project presentation. 

AIA IL EPN (Region) 1. AIASpire – This is a student leadership development annual conference.
2. EP Summit – This is an open annual event for EPs statewide to gather.
3. Firmside Chats (in development) – Monthly live-streamed/recorded chats at a 
firm between an emerging professional and someone in leadership/ownership.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) 1. Academy of Emerging Professionals Summit – This is a statewide event.
2. Road Show – We visit local chapters, mostly in remote areas.
3. AEP Awards and Reception – This is at our Monterey Design Conference.
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5: How have you managed to increase engagement with past events? (location, 
providing food and beverage, specific content, giveaways, etc.)

AIA VT EPN We offer food and drinks at bigger events. Giveaways and cash bars are also 
provided.

AIA Honolulu EPC All of the examples listed in the question.

AIA SF BAYA We offer our members unique opportunities that are in line with their interests 
and needs. However, this is one of our challenges.

AIA DC EAC The event locations vary to allow people from different locations to attend. We 
found food and beverage always helps. We found success in following up with 
people after an event and forming connections.

BSA/AIA EPNet We encourage people to attend and share events with their networks and invite 
others. We always offer food and drink. We have open call sessions where people 
come together to offer ideas, and we found new ideas are generated, such as a 
mid-career program.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) All of the examples listed in the question. We strive to increase event appeal. For 
example, we bring events to large firms, and this allows for their employees to 
attend with minimal effort.

AIA IL EPN (Region) We offer food and beverages. We also locate events in Chicago, and we take 
advantage of cross marketing (across the state, across chapters, to students, 
etc.).

AIA CA AEP  (Region) We carefully look at the hosting venues, and we provide early communication. 
We also have a design competition and an AEP Summit that attracts 50 people 
(leaders and students).
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6: How often does your EP committee partner with other component 
committees for events?

AIA VT EPN None

AIA Honolulu EPC None

AIA SF BAYA A few times a year: We did approximately four events throughout the year in 
partnership with other groups.

AIA DC EAC A few times a year: We did approximately five events throughout the year in 
collaboration with another committee. This year, we’re aiming to have more 
collaboration beyond other AIA|DC Committees (i.e. other allied professional 
committees or groups like the National Building Museum).

BSA/AIA EPNet Varies: In the past, we have partnered with SMPS and CSI. We are trying to 
connect with sponsors from the Winter Warmer event.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Very frequently: It is up to the section directors of each component to coordinate 
these collaborations. However, joint component/EP programming occurs 
multiple times a year in each section.

AIA IL EPN (Region) We work with YAF Chicago and communicate with the four chapters within AIA 
Illinois.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Varies: We appoint regional liaisons.
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7: How often does your EP committee partner with neighboring/regional EP 
committees for events?

AIA VT EPN Varies: We are looking to partner with AIA Western Mass and New Hampshire.

AIA Honolulu EPC None

AIA SF BAYA 1-2 times a year: We partner mainly with AIA East Bay.

AIA DC EAC Less frequently: This year, there is planning by the RAD and YARD for a Mid-
Atlantic EP Summit.

BSA/AIA EPNet None

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Varies: There has been coordination efforts for EP events at YAF, NAC, Tri-
States Conference, National Conference, and Large States. EPiC would like to 
coordinate more multi-regional events in the future.

AIA IL EPN (Region) None

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Unknown
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8: Please share any lessons learned or recommendations for event/
programming? 

AIA VT EPN We found incentives go a long way to get people to attend events. It also helps 
when there are experts or well-known people in attendance/involved to draw 
more traffic in from the community. We recommend having a good network.

AIA Honolulu EPC We found attendees usually come to events if they know someone going. We 
encourage participation from many people to get them to bring others. We found 
food and adult beverages are a plus.
(See Appendix: P-1 - Sample Program Planning)

AIA SF BAYA We found success in keeping it simple, consistent, and making sure it is engaging.
(See Appendix: P-2 - Sample Program Planning)

AIA DC EAC We found it really depends on the event. Each event is powered by a team of 
volunteers. Overall thought: It’s best to not have one person plan an event by 
themselves. We found it is not sustainable for future event planning. We try to 
partner with local organizations or other AIA committees.
(See Appendix: P-3 - Sample Program Planning)

BSA/AIA EPNet We found pooling ideas from membership helps. When we host panel events, we 
have people submit questions at the time of registration. We work to be attentive 
to the feedback from our membership.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) We found success in starting early! We do our best to consider what is most 
convenient for the average EP (i.e. date, time, cost, location).
(See Appendix: P-4 - Sample Program Planning)

AIA IL EPN (Region) Our annual summit has been very effective in generating attendance, interest, 
ideas, and energy, while being relatively low cost (about $3,000 for 25 attendees 
for multiple days, including travel expenses and food) and being medium effort 
through the year.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) N/A
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Community Engagement

EP committees at times seek ways to 
increase engagement beyond their traditional 
membership groups. 

EP committees at times seek ways to increase engagement beyond their traditional membership groups. This 
may come in the form of collaboration with allied or related industry organizations. This section looks at how 
EP committees currently address:

 AIAS collaborations

 AIAS liaisons

 Allied/nonprofit organization collaborations

AIAS collaborations: Most EP committees actively collaborate with their local AIAS committees in some form. 
Engagement can range from portfolio reviews to firm crawls. 

AIAS liaisons: Regionally, it is very common to have student or AIAS liaisons who are represented on the 
committee’s leadership team. At component EP committees, this can vary a bit, but it is not uncommon to see 
representation as well.

Allied/nonprofit organization collaborations: Component EP committees are actively seeking and 
collaborating with external organizations. It is very common for component EP committees to partner 
with numerous external committees each year. However, this may be less common regionally, with some 
committees finding more success than others.
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1: If applicable, does your EP committee communicate with your local AIAS 
chapter(s)?

AIA VT EPN Yes: We are trying to work with AIAS chapters at three different universities in 
Vermont. We have only one accredited program in Vermont. The chair has gone 
out to AIAS chapter meetings to establish a better relationship and talk about 
licensure at non-accredited schools.

AIA Honolulu EPC Yes: They are invited to our EP events.

AIA SF BAYA Yes: We do portfolio review. We have three schools in San Francisco we work 
with.

AIA DC EAC Yes: We have had occasional events with local AIAS chapters, but nothing 
consistent. Examples of events in the past are firm crawls and mentoring dinners.

BSA/AIA EPNet No: Have not traditionally worked with students, but we are looking to host a 
graduation event soon to welcome students into the AIA.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Yes: We have AIAS liaisons for each local school of architecture. They call in to 
the monthly committee calls.

AIA IL EPN (Region) Yes: The three student directors in Chicagoland are invited to our monthly calls, 
and we communicate regularly with one to two of them.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Yes: We have student liaisons. They provide monthly feedback/reports.

2: If applicable, are there any AIAS liaisons/members on the EP committee? 

AIA VT EPN Yes: AIAS presidents help plan the design competition at each of the host 
locations/universities. AIAS representatives act as our person on the ground.

AIA Honolulu EPC Yes

AIA SF BAYA No

AIA DC EAC No: We occasionally have students from local universities attend the meetings, 
but there isn’t an official AIAS liaison. We communicate with the AIAS advisers, 
who are staff members at each university. They help to distribute information to 
the students.

BSA/AIA EPNet No

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Yes

AIA IL EPN (Region) Yes: Former AIAS leaders and current leaders act as liaisons. However, we found 
challenges in getting them all involved because of their busy schedules.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) Yes
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3: Do you collaborate with allied organizations or nonprofits within your 
community? If so, how?

AIA VT EPN Yes: Not as often as we would like to. Have partnered with Burlington City Arts in 
the past. We have also partnered with Pella Doors for the design competition.

AIA Honolulu EPC Yes: We are forming a new group called YEAH (Young Engineers and Architects 
of Hawaii). This group will be a collaborative with ASLA, ASCE, SEAOH, and 
ASHRAE to bring together young architects and engineers.

AIA SF BAYA Yes: We have joint events with landscape architects, NOMA, Society of 
Mechanical and Structural Engineers, etc.

AIA DC EAC Yes: Every summer, we organize a Summer Networking Bash with allied 
organizations and professionals. This ends up being a big hit, and we usually 
have around 150 people attend. We partner with SEA-MW and AIA NOVA for 
a sports outing (baseball: Nationals; or soccer: D.C. United) in the summer/
fall. We recently have formed a connection with the National Building Museum, 
and we have a community outreach adviser who looks for new connections and 
maintains current connections.

BSA/AIA EPNet Yes: We have over 20 groups. IES-EP, BSLA EPs, CSI Boston, SMPS, SEA MASS 
Young Members, ARCHIMEDIA, BSA Women in Design (WID), ACE Mentorship 
Program, CENTRIA, ULI Young Leaders Group, USGBC EPs, etc.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) Yes: EPiC partners with organizations to volunteer for preorganized events. These 
events help spread the importance of design to the public.

AIA IL EPN (Region) No: We would like to, and we are looking at I-NOMA and Arquitectos for starters. 
We connected them mostly to the summit coordination with the existing event 
and to avoid scheduling conflicts.
-Arquitectos: The Society of Hispanic Professional Architects
-NOMA: National Organization of Minority Architects

AIA CA AEP  (Region) No: As a part of the AIA California chapter, we are teaming with other 
professional associations for political campaigning (i.e. advocacy teams with 
non-architects like political experts).
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Lessons Learned

As EP committees are becoming more dynamic organisms 
that require unique planning to allow them to thrive, 
committees have offered some lessons learned...

As EP committees are becoming more dynamic organisms that require unique planning to allow them to thrive, 
committees have offered some lessons learned and insights into what they found helpful when starting out or 
growing their own committees.
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1: What are your EP committee’s biggest challenges with growing your 
component? 

AIA VT EPN We found people are involved during internships, but it is a challenge to keep up 
with the changing membership to verify active members.

AIA Honolulu EPC We found growth may not necessarily be a goal, given our location and 
demographics.

AIA SF BAYA We found getting the word out that we are here, what we are all about, and 
what we offer is a challenge. Also, we found letting people know that there isn’t 
anything special they need to do to be a BAYA “member” and that anyone can 
just register and show up was a challenge!

AIA DC EAC We found our focus should be on quality engagement rather than quantity. We’re 
a dense community with a lot of passionate emerging professionals. There’s often 
quite a lot of interest in what the committee does, but our new members don’t 
always stick around. One of our goals we would like to encourage is to create 
seats at the table (no matter how big or small) and to create a sense of belonging 
for everyone in the room.

BSA/AIA EPNet We found no real challenges because we feel really supported. AIA staff is 
generally open to our EP Committee ideas because they align with BSA’s mission. 
Being in an urban area, lots of members have access to BSA, but it is a challenge 
for people who must drive in outside of the city. Also, our committee has had 
challenges getting people to locations outside of the city that require driving.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) We found challenges in finding members interested in long-term involvement 
within the community.

AIA IL EPN (Region) We found challenges with communicating with people. This can be seen in 
finding EPs, getting connected to them, and getting them engaged. Another 
challenge is communicating who we are and what value we provide (i.e. why they 
should get involved). Finally, we found communicating and engaging statewide 
to be a challenge. Our state is large, and our population/education center is at 
a geographic extremity. We are finding progress with Slack. We started with 10 
members, and we now have quadrupled. Engagement there has been high, albeit 
among a group of limited size.

AIA CA AEP  (Region) We found freeing up time for members to get more involvement for leadership is 
a challenge. When the current economy is extremely hot in California, it makes 
it hard for members to take leadership roles with extended work hours (40+). 
We also found recruiting student mentors to be challenging. Traffic can be a 
hindrance for some to attend events.
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2: What are your EP committee’s biggest challenges with general 
engagement/attendance?

AIA VT EPN We found our first challenge is, people are remote, and our second challenge 
is getting people to read emails. We found that the chair needs to reach out 
individually to extend an invite, but once we engage in social media chats and 
personal emails, the participation increases.

AIA Honolulu EPC We found challenges in getting others to be engaged and involved/aware of 
what’s happening outside.

AIA SF BAYA We found challenges in converting our first-time members into long-term 
members. We found this to be a challenge with people who are new to the area. 
They may attend one or two times.

AIA DC EAC Our component has recently pushed to have event registration be free. This is a 
great way to get non-AIA members to come to events without being charged the 
high non-member rate. We found that many people sign up for events, and not all 
of them show up. We had a recent event where 50 people registered, but only 20 
people attended.

BSA/AIA EPNet See response to #1.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) We found the travel distance between our members and events proves to limit 
attendance. There are few locations in the state that can conveniently encompass 
the majority of our membership.

AIA IL EPN (Region) Geographic distance, communication, general interest, awareness, time available

AIA CA AEP  (Region) See response to #1.
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3: Please feel free to share any additional lessons learned, comments, 
suggestions, etc., as you see fit.

AIA VT EPN We found that when expanding an EP group, having overlap with the previous 
chair is important to gain consistency in running programs and making them 
stronger. Currently, a few chairs have emerged from the same firm because 
people bounce off ideas to each other in the office.

AIA Honolulu EPC We found the AIA Honolulu EPC serves as a training ground for new leadership 
and is also a sounding board for all EP-related programming. It is our go-to 
group for engaging young members and soliciting interest in programming and 
events. We believe without it, the fabric of the EP community would disintegrate.

AIA SF BAYA N/A

AIA DC EAC N/A

BSA/AIA EPNet We found that we need to rely on our network, and we aren’t afraid to reach out 
and create new relationships. We also recommend listening to your membership.

AIA NJ EPiC  (Region) We found EPs are extremely passionate and willing to volunteer their time if 
they believe they could make a change for the better. As leaders within the AIA, 
we believe we need to enable EPs with the resources they need to make our 
community a better place, through pursuit of their vision.

AIA IL EPN (Region) N/A

AIA CA AEP  (Region) N/A
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AIA|DC EAC BUDGET

UPDATED: 12.02.2019
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AIA|DC Starting Budget 250 250 100% kept by EAC

Corinthian Sponsor: TBD 2500 2000
Official annual sponsor; 80% kept by 
EAC (typical for all sponsorships)

Corinthian Sponsor: TBD 2500 2000
Corinthian Sponsor: TBD 2500 2000

JANUARY
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Mentoring Workshop 1 0 0 0 0 50 Sponsored in-kind by host venue
ARE Trivia 0 0 0 0 100 Prizes for winning team

FEBRUARY
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Resume & Portfolio Workshop 0 0 0 0 200 Coffee and bagels
Mentoring Workshop 2 0 0 0 0 50 Sponsored in-kind by host venue

MARCH
Event Sponsor: Licensure Celebration 4000 3200
Licensure Celebration 0 0 0 0 3200 Find sponsor to cover in full
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Mentoring Workshop 3 0 0 0 0 50 Sponsored in-kind by host venue
Joint Technical Tour with SEAMW-YMG 0 200 0 160 0

APRIL
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
University Outreach 0 0 0 0 60 Refreshments
ARE Study Session 0 0 0 0 0 No-cost event
ARE Trivia 0 0 0 0 100 Prizes for winning team

MAY
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Community Outreach Event 0 0 0 0 150 Refreshments

JUNE
Scholarships for National Conference 500
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Small Firm Happy Hour 0 0 0 0 50 Appetizers

JULY
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
ARE Trivia Night 0 0 0 0 100 Prizes for winning team
Social Media Promotion 0 0 0 0 50 Facebook Fee

AUGUST
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Joint Nationals Game 0 0 0 0 0 Registration handled by AIA NOVA
Joint Networking Event 0 5000 0 4000 4500 Refreshments

SEPTEMBER
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Thesis Showcase 0 0 0 0 250 Refreshments
Architecture Uncensored 1 0 0 0 0 0 Sponsored in kind by CRTKL
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UPDATED: 12.02.2019
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EA
C
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COMMENTS

AIA|DC Starting Budget 250 250 100% kept by EAC

Corinthian Sponsor: TBD 2500 2000
Official annual sponsor; 80% kept by 
EAC (typical for all sponsorships)

Corinthian Sponsor: TBD 2500 2000
Corinthian Sponsor: TBD 2500 2000

JANUARY
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Mentoring Workshop 1 0 0 0 0 50 Sponsored in-kind by host venue
ARE Trivia 0 0 0 0 100 Prizes for winning team

FEBRUARY
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Resume & Portfolio Workshop 0 0 0 0 200 Coffee and bagels
Mentoring Workshop 2 0 0 0 0 50 Sponsored in-kind by host venue

MARCH
Event Sponsor: Licensure Celebration 4000 3200
Licensure Celebration 0 0 0 0 3200 Find sponsor to cover in full
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Mentoring Workshop 3 0 0 0 0 50 Sponsored in-kind by host venue
Joint Technical Tour with SEAMW-YMG 0 200 0 160 0

APRIL
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
University Outreach 0 0 0 0 60 Refreshments
ARE Study Session 0 0 0 0 0 No-cost event
ARE Trivia 0 0 0 0 100 Prizes for winning team

MAY
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Community Outreach Event 0 0 0 0 150 Refreshments

JUNE
Scholarships for National Conference 500
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Small Firm Happy Hour 0 0 0 0 50 Appetizers

JULY
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
ARE Trivia Night 0 0 0 0 100 Prizes for winning team
Social Media Promotion 0 0 0 0 50 Facebook Fee

AUGUST
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Joint Nationals Game 0 0 0 0 0 Registration handled by AIA NOVA
Joint Networking Event 0 5000 0 4000 4500 Refreshments

SEPTEMBER
Committee Meeting 0 0 0 0 80 Pizza
Thesis Showcase 0 0 0 0 250 Refreshments
Architecture Uncensored 1 0 0 0 0 0 Sponsored in kind by CRTKL
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AIASpire
 2018 AIA Illinois Student Leadership Conference

January 26, 2018

Item Budget Notes

Travel  $                       3,815 Approx. 7,000 total car travel miles at $0.545.

Lodging  $                       3,000 1 night per participant at $120, students 2/room. 24 total room 
nights

Meals  $                       1,500 2 lunches and 1 breakfast, $15 per meal. 96 meals

Dinner  $                       1,050 30 attendees at $35

Meeting Room  $                       2,000 Approx. 8-10 hours, incl AV, etc

Thomas House Tour  $                       1,800 Assume 18 attendees at $10

Materials  $                       1,000 Misc material cost and take-away (40 t-shirts?)

Contingency  $                       1,500 Unplanned

Total  $                     15,665 

2017 Budget Item  $                     14,000 

Difference  $                       1,665 

Sponsorship Target  $                      2,350 Recommend minimum sponsorship goal of 15%

Recommendation - Include $14,000 in 2018 budget for planning of a Student Leadership Institute

1. 24 students, 12 presenter/facilitators and 2 staff.
2. Hotel = State House Inn, Springfield
3. Assumed all travel by car, 1 car per school.

General Notes/Assumptions
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[CHANGE THIS TO THE SPONSOR'S ADDRESS OR DELETEIT] 
Bay Area Young Architects 
130 Sutter Street, suite 600 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
  
January 21, 2015 
   CHANGE ALL HIGHLIGHTED TEXT & delete this :) 
   Save a copy of this letter for each sponsor as a PDF, add it to the 
   2015 Sponsor Correspondence folder 
  
Dear SPONSOR, 
  
The Bay Area Young Architects (BAYA) would like to extend the opportunity to join us in promoting the 
well-being and growth of our emerging architecture and design professionals. Through the generosity of 
our community, BAYA has grown to more than 1,000 members. Our non-profit organization continues to 
succeed today with generous businesses and individuals combining their talent and resources. Attached 
you will find a brochure highlighting BAYA’s mission and what we contribute to the AEC community. 
 
Throughout the year, we host a series of events, including a monthly interactive AEC firm tour, to help our 
members develop professionally to better serve the community. This year we are expanding our efforts by 
partnering with allied AEC organizations and further reaching out to students in higher education with 
informative seminars connecting them with our profession, as well as related ones. We are also planning 
on hosting activities that engage the community creatively as whole. 
  
With your support, we will feature your logo or name on our AIASF webpage and in a presentation at 
every event, as well as our social media pages such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter in appreciation 
of your generosity. Depending on your contribution level, you will also be invited to showcase your firm, 
products, and services at our annual Oktoberfest event, co-hosted by the Structural Engineers 
Association of Northern California (SEAONC) and the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). 
Lastly, we would like to extend an invite for your company’s presence at our annual BAYA Holiday + 
Appreciation Party in December.  You are also welcome to contribute products or branded items to these 
two annual events’ raffles to further engage our members.  
  
If you would like to be a part of furthering the profession of architecture and building relationships with the 
industry's future leaders by investing in our emerging professionals, please make your check payable to 
AIASF, BAYA and send it the following address: 

 
Bay Area Young Architects 
130 Sutter Street, suite 600 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

 
Should you wish to use a W-9 form, one has been included with this letter. Our tax identification number 
is 94-0896340. 
  
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
Catherine Nguyen, Marketing Co-Chair 
Matthew Gaul, Chair 
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[CHANGE THIS TO THE SPONSOR'S ADDRESS OR DELETEIT] 
Bay Area Young Architects 
130 Sutter Street, suite 600 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
January 21, 2015 

   CHANGE ALL HIGHLIGHTED TEXT & delete this :) 
   Save a copy of this letter for each sponsor as a PDF, add it to the 
   2015 Sponsor Correspondence folder 
Dear SPONSOR, 
 
  
BAYA Sponsorship 
  
Let me begin by thanking you for your sponsorship of Bay Area Young Architects and our 
Oktoberfest social. The event will be held on October 9th, 2015 from 6:30pm until 10:30pm. We 
are looking forward to your participation and will be in contact regarding setting up Zum3D table 
and what you will bring. 
  
The budget for this event is $9,000. This covers appetizers, beer, and service for three hundred 
people throughout the night. We will also have a DJ and a raffle of items from sponsors. If you 
would like to donate something to the raffle, such as branded items, products, or anything else 
young architects would love to have, please let us know. 
  
Please make your check payable to AIASF, BAYA Oktoberfest and send it the following 
address: 
Bay Area Young Architects 
130 Sutter Street, suite 600 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
 
Should you wish to use a W-9 form, one has been included with this letter. Our tax identification 
number is 94-0896340. 
  
Please reply with a copy of your logo, so that it can be included in advertising of this event. 
  
  
Sincerely, 
  
  
Matthew Gaul 
Bay Area Young Architects 
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January 27, 2020 

 

Re: AIA|DC Emerging Architects Committee Sponsor Request 

 
Dear Smithgroup Team, 
 
The AIA|DC Emerging Architects Committee (EAC) has the power to change lives. Every year, this amazing group within                  
our profession makes an everlasting impact on the career development of hundreds of emerging leaders. 
Thanks to our generous sponsors, the EAC is able to host frequent programming that connects people on a local, regional,                    
and national level -- giving emerging leaders the tools necessary to take ownership of their careers and give back to the                     
profession.  
 

Your sponsorship of the EAC  supports a thriving architecture and design profession. 
 
The EAC engages AIA|DC professionals through a myriad of programs that embody our four core goals: 

1. PROVOKE current professional practice 
2. ADVOCATE for emerging architects 
3. OUTREACH to other AIA members, associated disciplines, and the community 
4. MENTOR the next generation of architects 

 
Many of our events are open to the public. The past few years, we have been excited about high (and growing!)                     
participation from our local membership as well as allied organizations. We look forward to additional growth in 2019 and                   
beyond. Some of the groups we collaborate with include the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards                
(NCARB), AIA National, Washington Architectural Foundation, Young Architect’s Forum (YAF), National Associates            
Committee (NAC), and the Structural Engineers Association of Metropolitan Washington.  
 
Our committee is fortunate to have a dedicated group of volunteer leaders who are spearheading these events, but we                   
need your help to sustain our committee’s initiatives and support our core goals. 
 
By supporting the AIA|DC EAC, there is potential to reach our dedicated core members, as well as our contacts and                    
affiliates as well. Our publications, blog, and social media reaches over 2,000 AIA|DC members and our e-newsletters go                  
out to over 500 recipients every month. Depending on the level of sponsorship you choose, you will be recognized at our                     
events, in our literature, on our committee blog, and throughout our social media platforms.  
 
I truly hope that you join us in this wonderful opportunity to support the emerging architects and design professionals in                    
the nation’s capital. All proceeds are directly allocated to offset the expenses of our yearly programs. In the following                   
pages, we detail a tiered support program and a pledge form for your consideration.  
 
Thank you for your time and I hope to hear from you soon! 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 

 

_______________________________________________
Sarah Wahlgren Wingo, AIA 

Vice Chair, AIA|DC Emerging Architects Committee 
 
 

  

 

 

 

January 27, 2020 

 

Re: AIA|DC Emerging Architects Committee Sponsor Request 

 
Dear Smithgroup Team, 
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and national level -- giving emerging leaders the tools necessary to take ownership of their careers and give back to the                     
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Your sponsorship of the EAC  supports a thriving architecture and design profession. 
 
The EAC engages AIA|DC professionals through a myriad of programs that embody our four core goals: 
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2. ADVOCATE for emerging architects 
3. OUTREACH to other AIA members, associated disciplines, and the community 
4. MENTOR the next generation of architects 

 
Many of our events are open to the public. The past few years, we have been excited about high (and growing!)                     
participation from our local membership as well as allied organizations. We look forward to additional growth in 2019 and                   
beyond. Some of the groups we collaborate with include the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards                
(NCARB), AIA National, Washington Architectural Foundation, Young Architect’s Forum (YAF), National Associates            
Committee (NAC), and the Structural Engineers Association of Metropolitan Washington.  
 
Our committee is fortunate to have a dedicated group of volunteer leaders who are spearheading these events, but we                   
need your help to sustain our committee’s initiatives and support our core goals. 
 
By supporting the AIA|DC EAC, there is potential to reach our dedicated core members, as well as our contacts and                    
affiliates as well. Our publications, blog, and social media reaches over 2,000 AIA|DC members and our e-newsletters go                  
out to over 500 recipients every month. Depending on the level of sponsorship you choose, you will be recognized at our                     
events, in our literature, on our committee blog, and throughout our social media platforms.  
 
I truly hope that you join us in this wonderful opportunity to support the emerging architects and design professionals in                    
the nation’s capital. All proceeds are directly allocated to offset the expenses of our yearly programs. In the following                   
pages, we detail a tiered support program and a pledge form for your consideration.  
 
Thank you for your time and I hope to hear from you soon! 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 

 

_______________________________________________
Sarah Wahlgren Wingo, AIA 

Vice Chair, AIA|DC Emerging Architects Committee 
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architects.org/committees/emerging-professionals-network 

 

 

 

Dear Friends,  

All sponsors will receive prominent placement in the event program. We are offering the following sponsor levels: 

 Platinum Sponsorship - $500+: 
Includes logo recognition on the BSA event page separate from other sponsors, logo on the 
sponsorship board at the event and 1 full display board for your organization. 

 Gold Sponsor - $250-$500: 
Includes your organization listed on  the BSA event page, logo on the sponsorship board at the 
event and 1 full display board for your organization. 

 Silver Sponsor - $100-$200: 
Includes your organization listed on the BSA event page, name on the sponsorship board at the 
event. 

 Partner – up to $100:  
Includes your organization listed on the BSA event page 
 

 other sponsorships - $________________ 
Contributes to the general mission of this event, as agreed upon with committee leadership. 

The Boston Society of Architects/AIA (BSA) will not distribute names or contact information of event attendees to 
protect registrant privacy. Individual sign up lists and marketing materials for partner organizations are welcome at 
the event; please coordinate with EPNet if you need additional space (i.e. tables, easels, etc.). 

Sponsorships will be accepted throughout the year. Your continued support in whatever form you are able is greatly 
appreciated. If you have any questions or would like more information, please contact Caitlin Hart at 617-391-4000 or 
via email at chart@architects.org.  

                          
Sponsor Name      Primary Contact Name   Email 

 

 Check (payable to The Boston Society of Architects)         Credit card type:     Visa           MasterCard         American Express      

 

                      
Card number      Sec. #    Expiration date 

 

 

      
Name of cardholder     Signature 

 

Emerging Professionals Network  
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The New Jersey Society of Architects 
A Chapter and Region of the American Institute of Architects 
 

Anti‐‐Trust Statement: 

It is the practice of The American Institute of Architects and its members to comply strictly with all laws, including all Federal and State anti‐trust laws that apply to AIA 
operations and activities. Accordingly, this meeting will be conducted in full compliance with those laws. 

AIA NEW JERSEY SUPPORTS ITS MEMBERS AND PROMOTES THE PUBLIC’S UNDERSTANDING OF ARCHITECTURE THROUGH ADVOCACY, EDUCATION AND SERVICE 

Page 1 of 3 

AIA New Jersey 
414 River View Plaza 
Trenton, N J, 08611 
P: (609) 393-5690 
 
www.aia-nj. org 

 

October 2, 2019 

 

Emerging Professionals Community (EPiC) 
The New Jersey Chapter of the American Institute of Architects 

 

Dear Michael McDowell and William Griffin: 

 

Our annual EPiC Parti, to celebrate new architects from throughout the state licensed within the 
past year, will be held on Friday November 1st, 2019 at Harvest Moon Brewery in New Brunswick. 
Our theme this year is Beaux Arts for Halloween and we are looking to raise funds not only to host 
the event but also to create a memorable experience to celebrate licensed architects and those 
pursuing licensure. Please see our suggested donation levels on the following pages. 

 

We can’t meet our goal without the help from companies like yours. 

 

We are writing to you to consider making a donation to sponsor our event. By giving to EPiC for 
this Parti, you will have the opportunity to network with young architectural professionals in NJ 
ranging from students to licensed architects as well as advertise your products and/or services to 
our community. Please see the sponsorship levels on the following pages for different offerings 
and incentives. 

 

We hope that we can count on you to make this year’s event our best one yet! 

 

Please feel free to reach out with any questions or interest in contributions. We thank you for your 
consideration in sponsorship and hope to see you at our EPiC Parti! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Matt Pultorak, AIA, AIA NJ EPiC Chair 

Megan Pritts, Associate AIA, AIA NJ Regional Associates Director 

Vin Minkler, AIA, AIA NJ Young Architects Regional Director 

Lauren Harris, Associate AIA, AIA NJ Women in Architecture Chair 
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June 8, 2018

College of Fellows
American Institute of Architects
1735 New York Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20006
 

Distinguished Fellows,

I am delighted to write this letter in support of an emerging 
professionals grant request. The Illinois EP Network has great 
potential and our full support. A diverse group of younger members 
took it upon themselves to investigate the challenges facing 
knowledge transfer and personal connection across our single state 
region. This was not a task anyone else charged them with or 
directed. They self-identiÞed a problem and self-organized around a 
potential solution. 

We are proud of the initiative shown and look forward to the results 
that will come from the next stage. To advance, they will need to 
bring in a larger group of stakeholders and a professional facilitator. 
I’m conÞdent whatever comes of that will be well received and 
enthusiastically supported based on the caliber of leaders involved 
and their track record of selßess service. 

AIA Illinois looks forward to supporting this endeavor and we hope 
the College of Fellows does too. Your endorsement would be a 
strong vote of conÞdence in them from a group the entire profession 
looks up to. 

Sincerely,


Mike Waldinger, Hon AIA
Executive Vice President
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Young Architects Forum
an AIA member group


